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Takeaways
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● Segment your market - create personas - draft great value propositions
● Identify trends and story angles 
● Use social media 
● Use marketing automation
● Grow your business through Google My business
● Optimize your review sites within a single platform



Why me?

● Started as a journalist working on Fleet Street in London at Reuters

● Over 20 years in communications and marketing 

● 17 years in the travel industry

● Rebranded KDS a software company from a pure booking solution to Travel and Expense

● Now working on a global challenge as a Fractional CMO - VisaHQ

● Consultant with The Dots & Lines / Altilead / Blue cognos
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My story
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My story starts in France but soon moves to the U.S. where I attended high school in Iowa and college at The 

University of Maryland, and it has gone global since.

I have had the privilege to take two companies from small startup-stage to acquisition, both times building their 

entire marketing departments from the ground up.



Buying a car then
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Buying a car today
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Today, all of the information needed to evaluate your product is 
available online
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“Before a seller even contacts a buyer, he or she is already 57% 

of the way through the sales process.”

Align with the modern buyer’s process

What are you doing to educate and influence your market?
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 Need to align with the buyers process 
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New customers = sales = cash
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Meet payroll,
make rent,

pay taxes
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Stop saying: “What can I can sell?” 
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Start saying: “What does my audience need?”



“…without a clear differentiating idea attached to a brand, all 

you’re left with to motivate buyers is price. But your competitors 

can cut prices, too, so without strong branding, prices will fall, 

as will profits.”

Kevin J. Clancy and Jack Trout, Brand Confusion, HBR 
March 2002 
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https://hbr.org/
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A brand is the set of 
expectations, memories, 
stories and relationships 
that, taken together, account 
for a consumer’s decision to 
choose one product or 
service over another.

Seth Godin
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1 - Branding is essential to growth 



Understanding your Clients
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Personas
Who are your clients?



CEO/ 
President

HR
CFO 

Finance

Travel 
Manager 

Shared 
Services

FD 
Accounting

Accounts 
Payable

CPO 
Procurement

IT Services Sales

Traveller

Whom should we be talking to?

Decision Maker

TMC

Influencer

Evaluator
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Personas help you understand
and segment your customers



Value Proposition



1 — Customer Profile

Observe your customers

The set of customer characteristics that you assume, observe, and verify in 
the market*

*Value Proposition Design: How to 

Create Products and Services 

Customers Want

by Alan Smith, Alexander 

Osterwalder, Gregory Bernarda, Trish 

Papadakos, and Yves Pigneur
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What is Value Proposition Design?
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The Value Proposition Canvas is built around a big idea; that successful innovation is all 
about creating value through utility – helping people achieve what they want to get done 
in their work and life.

● It’s not about technology, trends or products; 
● it’s about helping people get stuff done.  

In other words successful innovation is about creating a fit between the jobs people want 
getting done and what you sell. 

In short, Value Proposition Design is about achieving product-market fit. 
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Customer Segment Section 
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1. Customer Jobs – List here the key tasks your target customers have to complete.  Think more broadly than functional jobs (e.g. 

eat healthily) and include social jobs (relationships) – such as looking good, fitting in or exercising power, and emotional jobs 

(feelings) – such as feeling safe and secure. Rank the jobs to be done by importance.

2. Customer Pains –  List here the pains people experience in getting their jobs done, pain points that annoy before, during, and 

after trying to get a job done, including risks of bad outcomes and obstacles to getting a job done. Rank the pains by severity

3. Customer Gains – List the gains that people require, expect or desire from getting a job done. These gains may be functional 

(utility), social, emotional, or financial. Rank these gains by relevance to the target segment.



Value Map Section 

1. Pain Relievers – List here how you could alleviate specific customer pains identified in (2). Pain relievers explicitly outline how you 

intend to eliminate or reduce some of the things that annoy your customers before, during, or after they are trying to complete a 

job or that prevent them from doing so

2. Gain Creators – List here the ways you could create the customer gains identified in (3). Gain creators explicitly outline how you 

intend to produce outcomes and benefits that your customer expects, desires, or would be surprised by, including functional 

utility, social gains, positive emotions, and cost savings

3. Product(s)/Service(s) – Finally, list product or service ideas that map to the customer jobs in (1), or in the case of a single product 

or service innovation project, attributes and features that could help people get their most important jobs done, alleviative the 

most pain, and create the most gains
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Great Value Propositions

1. Focus on the jobs, pains, and gains that matter most to customers

2. Focus on unsatisfied jobs, unresolved pains, and unrealized gains

3. Target few jobs, pains, and gains, but do so extremely well

4. Go beyond functional jobs and address emotional and social jobs
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Value Prop. per Customer Segment
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Value Map & Customer Profile
workshops are great ways to 
identify your value proposition



Lead Generation



It’s a Buyers’ World

It’s all about influence…

●  Prospects do their researches and know what they want

●  Sales rep. have less time to close more deals

●  Your competition is smart at influencing prospects

●  Scalability requires coherent, targeted (automated) messages
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57%
Of the sales cycle is done 

before a sales rep. speaks to 
a client.
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Buyer Led Cycle

Not Listening

Passive listening

Limited attention

High attention

No attention

Active listening

(c):  inficience

No Interest

Latent Pain

Explicit Pain
Project definition 

and market 

researches

Solution 
Selection

Choice 
validation
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Channel Vs Buying Cycle

Not Listening

Passive listening

Limited attention

High attention

No attention

Active listening

(c):  inficience

No Interest

Latent Pain

Explicit Pain
Project definition 

and market 

researches

Solution 
Selection

Choice 
validation

Stay top of mind: 
PR, Social Media

Solution:
PR, Social Media, 
blog post, trade 
show, ad 

Specifics:
● PR
● Social Media 
● Blog post
● Demo, video
● Testimonials
● Reviews
● Whitepaper

Solution:
PR, Social Media, blog post, 
trade show, ad, testimonials, 
reviews
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Your Goal: Traffic
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Facebook: Videos and curated content

Instagram: High-res photos, quotes, stories

Twitter: News, blog posts, and GIFs

LinkedIn: Jobs, company news, and professional content

Pinterest: Infographics and step-by-step photo guides



Creating Pillar Content  
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1. Determine head term

Identify a head term – an overarching keyword topic with high monthly search volume. It should be broad, usually two words 
(depending on your industry). For example, “gum disease” would be a great example of a head term for Colgate. 

2. Identify core topics

Next, you want to select a series of core topics – terms that align with and provide context to your head term. These topics have high 
monthly search volume but not as high as the broader head term.

Most core topics are usually three to five words (depending on your industry). “Gum disease prevention” would be a great core topic 
that contextually supports the head term “gum disease.”

3. Source subtopic content to form your topic clusters

Determine subtopic content based on your core topic clusters. Subtopic content are the content you create on a weekly basis, like 
blogs, videos, etc.

Your core topics should be supported with subtopic content assets. 

4. Increase website authority via inbound links

You’re not the only website competing for attention. You may offer the best content, but if a competitor has a stronger website 
authority, it likely will rank higher in search than your website. 
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Old school
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Today’s Website
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Topic cluster
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● Instagram:  B2B brands must maintain a human element. Use social media to give audiences a “look inside” at the 
people who make the great products and services they love.

So, while it’s great to think outside of the box, use clever subject lines -- keep it relevant and include the information 
that the people reading it signed up to receive in the first place. Then, keep it human.

Takeaway: Separate Your Buyer Personas

● Reach outside: Leverage the wealth of knowledge outside of your organization -- and inside your professional 

network. Don’t be afraid to reach out to the entrepreneurs and leaders you’ve met, or simply just admire, to figure 

out how they can work with you to create content with teachable experiences that your audience will value. Sharing 

useful, relatable first-hand accounts conveys empathy, which helps to invoke trust among readers.

Takeaway: Work With Thought Leaders

● Take advantage of the availability of off-site content platforms. It can take up to six months of consistent publishing 

on your company’s blog before it gains significant traction. (And we’re not discouraging that -- stick with it, and find 

ways to supplement those efforts.) But off-site content diversifies your audience by engaging readers who might not 

have otherwise found your website.

Takeaway: Publish Off-Domain Content (think: Medium)

Be Creative with Your Content
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Reviews aren’t just for B2C
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Podcasts are for Businesses Too
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Ready for Marketing Automation?
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Email Marketing 
Landing Pages 
Campaign Management 
Marketing Programs 
Lead Generation 
Prediction/Scoring 
Lead Management 
CRM Integration 
Social Marketing 
Resource Management 
Marketing Analytics

Marketing 
Automation

Marketing automation is key to 
business growth. It is a solution to 
enhance sales effectiveness and to 
get more from every sales person. It 
optimizes Revenue Performance 
Management (RPM) and accelerate 
predictable business growth.

Marketing automation improves 
performance by knowing precisely 
which marketing programs drive 
revenue, which waste it, and how to 
optimize Marketing’s spend.
       

What is Marketing Automation?



10 Steps to Marketing Automation

1. Create organic flow of relevant leads - Content, SEO, Live Chat...
2. Identification of internal project leader 
3. Solution selection & integration with CRM
4. Team training, data cleaning
5. Market segmentation and persona development
6. Content development and website content strategy 
7. Sales team and inside sales team training 
8. Lead scoring definition & KPI
9. Lead qualification process

10. Data enrichment / acquisition
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Automation & Scoring

What are the main topics of interest?

Visits 6 
pages

Meeting 
request

Clicks 
email

30 days 
inactivity

Downloads Clicks 
email

+10

+50

+5

-10

+20

+5

→ To Inside Sales

How warm is a lead?
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More takeaways
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User Generated Content
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Where to look for trends
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Free Resources
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Wistia is a video hosting platform & analytics 

Adobe Spark create graphics, webpages, and videos in minutes.

Manage and schedule posts to Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and Linkedin

HubSpot free and simple CRM

Benchmark your performance against your online competitors.

Collaboration hub 

Emailing, newsletter, landing pages



Stan Berteloot

Phone (609) 933 4363
stan@altilead.com
@Berteloot
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Contact

Download this deck:

http://altilead.com/content-marketing



Sources

Content of this deck is © 2019 Berteloot

Sources include:

● Salesgenie - https://www.salesgenie.com/blog/why-are-b2b-and-b2c-buying-so-different/

● Hubspot - https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/b2b-content-marketing-examples

● HBR - Kevin J. Clancy and Jack Trout, Brand Confusion, March 2002 

● Inficience

● Buffer - https://blog.bufferapp.com/what-to-post-on-each-social-media-platform

● Curata.com

● Value Proposition Design: How to Create Products and Services Customers Want, by Alan Smith, Alexander Osterwalder, Gregory Bernarda, Trish 

Papadakos, and Yves Pigneur

● Seths.blog - https://seths.blog/2009/12/define-brand/

● SpotOnVision
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